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ABSTRACT
Analytical solutions are described to represent the impact of net
withdrawal from an aquifer on water table elevations and on induced
seepage (negative return flow) from a river in hydraulic connection with
the aqUifer. These analytical solutions are prerequisite to the formu-
lation and solution of a conjunctive optimal strategy of use of surface
and ground waters for irrigation purposes. Optimal continuous time
solutions are sought for rates of release from an upstream surface
reservoir, for diversion rates of streamflows downstream from the dam
and upstream of an irrigation area and for rates of pumping in the irri-
gation zone via the classical techniques of Calculus of Variations.
However instead of leading to an Euler-Lagrange system of partial
differential equations the formulation leads to a system of Fredholm
linear integral equations of the second kind. The clear economic mean-
ing for the optimal strategy is a trade-off between two marginal costs:
immediate value of not incurring a penalty for failing to meet a down-
stream legal right versus the capitalized cost of additional lift as a





Maximum benefit from water use in irrigation is obtained by minim-
izing the cost of water (assuming cropping practices are fixed). The
cost of groundwater is greater than the cost of surface water due to
pumping costs. If surface supply is inadequate to meet full water
requirements, some groundwater use is necessary. Furthermore, groundwa-
ter use may be a mandatory element in an efficient water-cycle system
such as occurs in the South Platte River Basin. The management question
which this research addresses is, "What is the correct mix of the two
sources to optimize returns from the available water?"
A two-pronged approach was used in this study: (1) modify and adapt
a hydrologic simulation technology developed with Department of
Interior's partial support in a prior matching grant project (eR8?) and,
(2) develop the theory and procedure for incorporating optimization
analysis into the hydrologic model.
The hydrologic system of interest is the South Platte River Basin
in Colorado. Water in aD alluvial aquifer in good hydraulic connection
with the river i~ managed conjunctively with surface water. Groundwater
pumping is permitted only if its impacts on surface stream flow is
offset by augmentation water. Water users contemplate a main-stem
storage reservoir and need new technology to find the best conjunctive
reservoir and groundwater management strategy.
A previously deve12ned hydrologic simulation model was modified to
incorporate the pre~ence of a~ upstream storage reservoir. Po~sible
c ombina t ion S 0 f s tor age cap a c i t)-, r e l e a s e r u 1e s for the res e rv 0 i rand
pumping rules for downstream aquifer were investigated with the model.
The. operational c ap abi I i t y of the model to simulate this system on a
weekly time scale was demonstrated. Its utility for testing and
evaluating conjunctive management options was likewise demonstrated to
be excellent.
A dissertation on the conjunctive surface-groundwater simulation
model will be available from Colorado State University (Restrepo, 1984)
in the future. A table of contents is appended at the end of this
report. Technical details for an earlier version of model were previ-
ously reported in Completion Report No. 87 available from the Colorado
Water Resources Research Institute and are not repeated in this report.
More advanced modeling features were d~veloped for the Colorado Commis-
sion of Higher Education, the Groundwater Users Association of the South
Platte and the Ministry of Agriculture and Water of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia (Illangasekare and Morel-Seytoux, 1983a,b; Morel-Seytoux and
Illangasekare, 1983).
The second approach to meeting water user need for new technology
is development of innovative methodology for incorporating optimization
capability into the hydrologic model. A theory and procedure for find-
ing an optimal strategy for managing surface storage conjunctively with
groundwater pumping has been developed. This report gives details of
the theory and the procedure. A hypothetical, idealized case is used to
illustrate its application.
The next step in development of this new combined hydrologic
simulation-optimization technology will be to incorporate the optimiza-
tion procedure with the simulation model. With this combination optimal
reservoir release and groundwater pumping decisions can be made continu-
ously throughout the season of op(~ration. Of course, the new technology
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of the research was the development of a
methodology to demonstrate the value of conjunctive management of an
upstream surface reservoir with a downstream aquifer as water supplies.
The methodology must incorporat properly the physical interactions
between the stream, the aquifer and the wells as well as account for the
agronomic (irrigation) and legal constraints. The methodology must be
cost-effective so that it can be used for actual operations by various
local groups of water users.
In this report only a brief review of a promising method of attack
will be given. Generally speaking the thrust of the research has been
in the direction of development of new and imaginative methods that will
greatly reduce the cost of management studies of conjunctive use of sur-
face and ground waters when in hydraulic connection without significant
reduction in accuracy. In this regard the project was successful.
In a separate document, a dissertation (Restrepo, 1984) a more
fully developed classical approach is used to provide specific quantita-
tive answers to problems of management for a reach of the South Platte
River. It addresses the problem of finding the optimal capacity and
release rules of an upstream reservoir as well as the withdrawal rules
for the downstream aquifer storage. A table of contents is appended at
the end of this report.
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PART I
DRAWDOWN AND REnJRN FLOW RESPONSES
TO UNIFORM WITHDRAWAL IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL
HOMOGENEOUS SEMI-INFINITE AQUIFER
INITIAL CONDITIONS
At time zero drawdown, s, is zero everywhere (i.e., for 0 i x i~).
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
At the river bank of a fully penetrating river drawdown remains
zero at all times, i.e., s=O at x=O for all times. Abscissa x is meas-
ured in a direction perpendicular to river course with origin at river
bank.
WITHDRAWAL EXCITATION
Withdrawal occurs uniformly over an interval of length a on each
side of the fully penetrating river. The river reach length is L .
r
Thus the area of withdrawal (which is also the cultivated irrigated
area) is A = aL • The excitation (withdrawal) rate for the area A is Q
r
(volume per unit time) or the excitation rate per unit area is q (depth
per unit time). Naturally Q and q are related by the equation: Q=Aq.
DRAWDOWN RESPONSE TO UNIFORM WITHDRAWAL
The drawdown response due to a unit impulse of uniform withdrawal
per unit area over the interval (o,a) satisfying the initial condition
of zero drawdown everywhere and zero drawdown at all times at the river
bank is easily derived (e.g., Morel-Seytoux, 1977) from the knowledge of
the Green's function for the one-dimensional linear BOllssinesq equation.
The solution is:
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k (x , t ) = .l (erf(~) - erf(--!±!-) + 2erf(-x-.)} [1]
s , q 2¢' 2 \f1t 2 \f1t 2 \f1t




diffusivi ty and T is
For any x in the interval (o,a) at time zero (plus) Eq. [1] yields
for drawdown the value:
k (x"o) = .l{erf(oo) - erf(oo) + 2erf{oo)} = JL[1-1+2] = 1
s,q 2'/J 2'/J ~
which is correct, representing the instantaneous drawdown to an impulse
of withdrawal of one unit volume per unit area. For any x > a at time
zero (plus) Eq. [1] yields for drawdown the value:
k (x,o) = .l{erf(-oo) - erf(m) + 2erf(m)} = JL[-I-I+2] 0
s,q 2'/J 2'/J
which is correct since water table is initially horizontal.
For any time at the river bank (x=O) Eq. [1] yields for drawdown
the value:
k (o,t) = JL£erf(---a---) - erf{---a---) + 2erf(0)} = lerf(o) 0
s,q 2~ 2\fYt 2\fYt fJ
which again checks. Thus Eq. [1] provides correctly the response of
drawdown to a uniform unit impulse withdrawal excitation over the inter-
val (o,a).
Drawdown Response to a General Excitation (withdrawal) Rate per Unit Area
The general solution is as usual (More1-Seytoux, 1979, p.16) of the
form:
s(x,t) t I a-x a+x xf"2£erf( ) - erf( ) + 2erf( )} q(·t}d't'
o ~ 2 ~ y ( t -'t' ) 2 ~ y ( t -1:' ) 2 ~ y ( t -'t ) [ 2 ]
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One obtains the response to the withdrawal discharge Q(~) (volume per
time) by simply replacing q(~) by Q~~) in Eq. [2] or explicitly:
s(x.t) : 2l }rerfl a-x I-erfl a+x l+2erfl x l1Q(~)d~
~ 0 L 2 ~ 'Y ( t -~ ) 2 ~ 'Y ( t -~ ) 2 ~ 'Y ( t -~ ) J [3 ]
REllJRN FLOW RATE
The return flow response per unit length of river reach (from one
side of the river) due to a uniform unit impulse withdrawal rate per
unit area is obtained as usual (e~g., Morel-Seytoux, 1979, p.53) by cal-







(1 _ e-4'Y t )
\It
[4]
Derivations of this result have been provided previously (Morel-Seytoux,
1977) •
Return Flow Rate Due to a General Withdrawal Pattern Over the Irrigated Area
Again use of the convolution equation yields for the return flow
along the river reach the expression:
1t ~Il _e 4Y(~~~)]
Q (t) = - -/ y Q(~}dT
ran \~
o L \I t-1:' J [5]
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CUMULATIVE RETIJRN FLOW VOLUME




The unit impulse response of cumulative return flow is obtained as usual


















In general drawdown will be evaluated only at a characteristic dis-
tance from the river where drawdown is roughly the average drawdown in
the aquifer below the irrigated area. The unit impulse given by Eq. [1]
when evaluated at that abscissa is denoted simply:
k (t)
s
JL{erf(~) - erf(~) + 2erf(---x---)}
2 fJ 2 \IYt 2 \IYt 2 \IYt
[9]
where x has ~ particular value (e.g., i) and the excitation is that per
unit area. Thus the representative (average) drawdown at the selected






Similarly the unit impulse kernel of return flow rate is simply




e 4y t )
\It




and the return flow rate is given in general by the expression:
[12]
SUMMARY OF FORMULAE







Representative (mean) Drawdown Due to a General Pattern of Withdrawal
s( t) I t= Af ks(t-~)Q{~)d~
o
[14]
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PAAT2
FO~IDLATION OF THE MINIMIZATION PROBLEM OF COST OPERATIONS
FROM PUMPING AND SURFACE WATER DI\~RSIONS FOR IRRIGATION
INTRODUCTION
For a system already constructed (i.e., with existing reservoirs,
canals, wells, etc.) and capable of delivering enough water from com-
bined surface and underground supply to meet crop need for optimal crop
yield, the maximization of profits from water use is simply obtained by
minimization of the cost of water acquisition. In this case the income
from the sale of the crops is fixed. It is the sum of the products of
price by optimal yield for the various crops. Generally the cost of
groundwater is greater than that of surface water as a result of the
energy cost for lifting the water. Thus profit can be maximized by
minimizing the cost of water. This is achieved by nsing the right
amount of surface and ground waters at the right time in order not to
drawdown the aquifer too much. This is of course accomplished by using
the surface supply whenever available and groundwater only as a supple-
mental source. However surface water availability may be limited by the
demand of senior downstream surface water rights.
problem arises as a result of such constraints.
WATER COSTS
The minimization
Diversion amounts per unit time will be expressed either as
discharges or velocities (i.e., depths per unit time, which is volume
per unit area per unit time). The function D(t) represents the diver-
sion rate (expressed as depth per unit time) from the stream at a diver-








a I a.........-. _._-_-----------....
senior downstream
djv8rsfon~canal
Figllre 1. Overall Configuration of System with Upstream Reservoir, Stream,
Irrigation Area and Senior Downstream Diversion
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overall configuration of the system. Water is released at a rate (velo-
city) x(t) at point U (upstream point of system of interest). Without
any loss this flow reaches point D (diversion point) where a certain
amount D(t) (velocity) is diverted. The remaining flow in the river
(i.e., x(t)-D(t» will then continue through the irrigation area.
Through the reach of length L the river is in hydraulic connection with
r
the aquifer. As a result the outgoing flow rate at point R will have
increased (algebraically) by the return flow for the reach, q (t)
r
expressed as a velocity. Naturally all discharges are converted to
velocities by dividing them by the total irrigation area, A.
If c denotes the unit cost of surface water diversion then instan-
s
taneous cost of diversion is c D(t)A and the total cost over the irriga-
s
tion season is its integral over the irrigation season. The unit cost
c does not vary within the season (an assumption).
s
The cost of groundwater is more complex, as it depends on the lift.
Drawdown being measured from the initial position of the water table at
beginning of irrigation season, used as origin of time, the lifting cost
depends on the total lift, which is the initial lift plus the additional
lift due to further drawdown during the season. If c represents the
o
initial unit cost of pumping and c the marginal cost of pumping (i.e.,
m
cost per unit pumped volume per additional unit of drawdown) then the
total groundwater cost during the irrigation season of duration T plus
the total surface diversion cost, is given by the expression:
z
T T
f [co + cm ~(t)] Q(t)dt + f csAD(t)dt [1]o o
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where s(t) is a representative drawdown for the area and Q(t) is the
pumped discharge. The drawdown ~(t) being a linear function of pumped
discharges, it is clear from Eq. [1] that the total water cost will be a
quadratic function of pumping rates and a linear one of surface diver-
sion rates.
CONSTRAINTS
There are limitations to the availability of water from the surface
reservoir. Denoting by XT the total available volume of water for the
season from the reservoir per unit of irrigation area then clearly the
total volume of release cannot be greater than that amount. However,
because cost of surface water is relatively cheap, that total volume





where T is the duration of the irrigation season. There is a downstream
water right which is a total volumetric right for the season, denoted W
T
when expressed per unit area of irrigation. Consequently since river
outflow from the irrigation area is instantaneously x(t)-D(t) + qr(t),
the mathematical expression of the required total satisfaction of water
right is:
T
~ [x(t) - D(t) + qr(t)]dt [3 ]
The equality is justified by the fact that the upstream users have no
interest in losing cheap water to downstream users.
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To produce a crop abundantly and of good quality, a proper amount
of water has to be delivered to the crop. This amount varies and is
denoted e(t) (for evapotranspiration need). This function is a known
function of time. Not all the water diverted will reach the plant (in
its specific location in a furrow, etc.). Some of it is lost by seepage
before it gets to the field. The fraction of diverted water that will
actually reach the fields is denoted Ef. Of that amount which reaches
the fields only a fraction denoted E will actually reach the plant and
p
be transpired. In other words to meet the plant need e(t) an amount
is to be diverted which is e(t)/EfEp' an amount which can be sub-
stantially greater than the plant need. Pumped water can also be used
D(t)
to meet that need. Being withdrawn right on the field, pumped water
suffers only one inefficiency. The constraint (requirement) that plant
need be met takes the mathematical form:
EfE D(t) + E q(t)p p e(t)
[4]
OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION
The optimization problem is one of minimization of the objective
function defined by Eq. [1]. This objective function is not fully
explicited because s(t) is a function of the net withdrawal rate (per
unit area). This net withdrawal rate is the difference between pumped
rate and aquifer recharge from water application. The net withdrawal
rate (velocity) is thus:




or defining for simplicity E
f P
= EfE p and Er
recharge efficiency of the surface diversion:
l-Ef p' which is the
q (t)
n
E q(t) - E D(t)
p r
[6]




J k (t-~)q (~)d~s n
o
[ 7]
The specific form of the kernel depends upon the representation of the
aquifer behavior and its characteristics. For a very simple situation
the kernel k (.) was derived earlier (see Eq. [13] in Part I).
s
Substi-
tution of Eq. [7] into the objective function transforms the optimiza-
tion problem in the explicit form:
T t
Min i mi z e { f {c +C f k (t-~ ) [E q ( ~ ) -ED ( ~ ) ] } q ( t ) d t +
o 0 m 0 s p r
T
c f D(t)dt} [8]
s
o
subject to the various constraints defined by Eqs. [2], [3] and [4].
There are three decision functions: x(t), D(t), and q(t). Two of them
are not really independent due to constraint Eq. [4]. That equation can
be used to express D(t) in terms of q(t) and e(t), namely:
D (t) [ 9]
and in turn Eq. [9] can be used to eliminate D(t) from the objective
function in Eq. [8]. After substitution the objective function takes
the form:
l4
T T T t
z = c !q(t)dt + c ID (t) d t + C I {/k (t--r)
0 s m s
0 0 0 0
rE q I r ) -
Ere('!) Er 1
1-£ + ~q('!) d't'}q(t)dtL P r f J
or:
T








where for simplicity the known function l-~ e(·) has been redefined,
r
temporarily, as f(·). Thus the optimization of the objective function
depends now explicitly on two arbitrary functions: x(t) and q(t). To
complete the elimination of D(t) from the objective function its
integral has to be rewritten in the form:
T T T g(t)dtI D(t)dt ::: I e(t)dt - IE E
f0 o fp 0
Substitution of this expression into the objective function yields:
c T c T
z = (c 2) I q I t Jd t + E S f e(t)dt +
0 E
f 0 fp 0
T t
rllll - f('!)1d'!}c I {I k (t-1:) q(t)dtm s l Ef0 0 J
[11]
The problem, once more, is to minimize this objective function with
respect to the unknown functions q(t) and x(t) subject to the con-
straints defined by Eqs. [2] and [3]. After elimination of D(t) from
Eq. [3] that constraint takes the form:
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J {x(t} - r~ -Yi1l1 + q (t}} dt = W
o ll-E f Ef J r T
or, defining the total depths of evapotranspiration crop need, of water
right and of pumpage as:
T






and WT = f w(t)dt
0
where w(t) is the downstream surface water right rate (velocity),
finally:
1 T t
- I-E ET - f {f kr(t-~)f(~)d~}dt [12]roo
Note that the kernel of return flow due to withdrawal is a negative
function so that the second term on the left hand side is actually posi-
tive. The same comment applies for the last term on the right hand
side.
FORMULATION SUMMARY




and the equality constraint:
o [14]
There are two unknown functions. q(t) and x(t), but only one appears in
Eqs. [13] and [14]. The problem appears to be one in classical Calculus
of Variations. In order to discover (hopefully) a general method of
solution a simple limiting case will be investigated first.
SIMPLE SPECIAL CASE
Let us assume that the cost of surface water is very cheap (i.e.,
c 0 for practical purposes). that initial cost of pumping is very
s
sma11 (i. e ., c
o
0). and that efficiencies Ef and E are both one.p




cm J (f ks(t-~)q(~)d~}q(t)dt
o 0
[15]
and the equality constraint reduces to:
T T t
XT-WT-ET + f q(t)dt + f {f kr(t-~)q(~)d~}dt = 0 [16]
o o 0
One possible strategy of operation is not to pump at all. In that case
the cost is minimal (zero). However such strategy is feasible only if
~-WT-ET L 0 that is if the irrigation requirement ET and WT can both be
met by seasonal surface storage availability~. If such volume is not
sufficient then the need will have to be supplied by depleting the
aquifer somewhat. Thus in the situation of a deficit in surface water
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availability (i.e .• Xr < ET + WT) it will be necessary to draw water
from the aquifer. In order to get a feeling about the problem and its
solution, let us consider the effect of different st~ategies: for exam-
pIe, withdrawal of full pumping need at beginning of season, at the end
of the season or continuously throughout the season.
Full Pumping Need Taken at End of Season
In this case the withdrawal is a unit impulse of magnitude QT
(expressed as a depth). The objective function of Eq. [15] becomes:
z se
T t
cm J (J ks(t-~)~o(T-~)d~}~o(T-t)dt
o 0
[17]
(The subscript e refers to the strategy of pumping at ~nd of season)
where D (.)o is the Dirac delta function singular at time T. The inner
Iintegral is zero except at ~=t=T. where it takes the value 2ks(o)~, and
the total pumping cost is:
z se
1 k ( )O~ =2c~ o~= 2' cm s 0 ~ y ~
[ 18]
In this case QT ET+WT-XT so that the total cost is explicitly:
z se
[ 19]
Full Pumping Need Taken at Beginning of Season
The withdrawal is a unit impulse of magnitude Q
T
but occurring at
time O. The objective function of Eq. [15] takes the form:
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T t









(The subscript b refers to the strategy of pumping at heginning of sea-
son.) <tr is now given by the constraint equation [16], namely:
T








Since kr <· ) is a negative function 0T in Eq. [22] exceeds the strict
The cost in this strategy of early pumping is larger
than for the case of pumping at the last minute. Naturally pumping at
the last minute is not a feasible strategy because the crop need e(t)
must be satisfied at all times. Similarly the early pumping strategy is
not feasible unless the water is stored and delivered as needed during
the season.
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Use of Groundwater After Exhaustion of Surface Water Supply (last resort)
Until the time t such that:
o
to
J e ( t ) d t = XT - WT
o
[24]
then clearly (1) the optimal policy is (might be) to meet the crop need
from the reservoir release and by diversion of surface water. Past time
t one must pump from the aquifer but then again just to meet the need
o
or in this case:
q(t) e(t) for tit i To
[25]










(The subscript 1 refers to fact that groundwater is used as last
resort.) However, one constraint, Eq. [16] is not satisfied, because the
last term introduces a lack of balance, namely the integral:
Enough surface water is available to meet the downstream water right in
the interval to to T but not to compensate for the seepage induced by
pumping.
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Pumping as Last Resort but with Continuous Satisfaction of Water Right
The water right function is actually usually defined as a rate
w( t ) • The continuous (permanent) satisfaction of the water right
requires tha.t:
x(t) - D(t} + q (t) = w(t)
r
A strategy that would meet irrigation need and water right without pump-
ing until surface storage is exhausted will dry the river beyond that
point. If drying of the river is not acceptable, which will now be
assumed, pumping will have to occur before the seasonal surface storage
availability is depleted. The time of initiation of pumping t is now
p
an unknown. Until the time t the strategy is to release water to meet
p
consumptive use and water right, that is:
x(t) = e{t} + wet) o < titp
{28)
Let the integrals of x(·), e(·) and w(·) up to that time t be denoted
p
Xp' Ep and Wp' Beyond that time the reservoir release is used solely to
meet the water right and to compensate for the seepage rate induced by
pumping, that is:
x(t} = w(t) - q (t)
r
[29J














Substitution in Eq. [29] yields the explicit constraint:
x(t)
t




The objective function to be minimized is:
z sc
T t




(The subscript c refers to the fact that water right is satisfied £on-
t inuousl y , ) The problem is reduced to one of minimization with respect
to one unknown parameter t. Redefining the origin of time at the
p
beginning of pumping and the pumping duration time T-t as T , then Eq.p p
[33] takes the slightly simpler form:
z sc
Tp t
cm J {f k s ( t -or ) e ( or ) d or } e ( t ) d t
o 0
[34]








Defining for convenience the excess need over seasonal storage water
availability, namely ET+WT-XT as NT' Eq. [35] takes the form:
T
p r t 1f e ( t ) + f k (t-'t') e (or) d'r d t
o Lor J
[36]
Actually Eq. [36] determines T since k (.), e(·) and NT are given.
p r
Then once T is calculated from Eq. [36], substitution of the numericalp
value of T in Eq. [34] yields the value of pumping cost for the season.
p
Prior to time t = T-T the release rate is given by Eq. [28] and afterp p
t p it is given by Eq. [32].
zero afterward.
The diversion rate is e(t) before and
Pumping as Supplement to Surface Diversion with Continuous Satisfaction
of Water Right
In the previous strategy need was met solely by surface water up to
initiation of pumping and thereafter solely by pumping. An alternative
(more general) would initiate pumping while surface diversion continues.
It is rather intuitively clear that such a strategy would induce seepage
from river earlier and consequently require a larger fraction of ~ to
meet downstream water rights. A smaller fraction of XT would be used
for irrigation and as a result a greater pumped volume would be required
to meet the consumptive use. Altogether the strategy would cost more.
Nevertheless it is instructive to consider this strategy. In this case
the release rate is related to need, water right and pumping by the
relation:
t
x(t) = e(t} + w(t) - q(t} - f kr(t-'t')q('t')d't'
o




~ss ~ em f ff ks(t-~)q{~)d~} q(t}dt
o 0
[38J
(The second subscript s refers to the fact that i~ this strategy ground-
water is used as a ~upplement not entire replacement for surface water.)
The global form of Eq. (37J for the irrigation season is written more
generally:
T T t
f q(t)dt + f {f kr(t-~)q(~}d~)dt 1 NT
o o 0
This inequality expresses the fact that the downstream flow must meet or
exceed the water right. The inequality may be rewritten in the form:
l' T t
- f q{t}dt - f (J kr(t-~)q(~)d~)dt + NT i 0 [39)
o D 0
which is the standard form to express the constraint to write the
Lagrangian function (for example to derive the Kuhn-Tucker theorem). In
particular it is known that at the minimum the Lagrange multiplier A is
positive or zero.
Fundamentally the problem is to minimize the objective given by Eq. £38]
fOT the unknown function q(t) subject to Eq. [391. The Lagrangian fnnc-
tion associated with the objective function in Eq. 138J is:
T t
L = em f ([ ks(t-~)q(~)d~l q(t)dt
o 0
r T Ttl+ A - f q(t)dt - f {! k (t-~)q(~}d~} dt + NT
l 0 0 0 t: J [40J
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It remains to derive the Euler-Lagrange equation for this functional
problem. The change in Lagrangian when q(t) changes to q(t)+e~(t),
where e~(t) represents a variation in q(t), is:
AL
T t
cme / (/ ks(t-~)q(~)d~)~(t)dt+
o 0
T t
c £ / (/ k (t-~)~(~)d~)q(t)dt
m s
o 0
o o 0 [41]
If the function q(t) is to minimize L then the coefficient of £ must be
zero for all arbitrary ~(t). After interchange of order of integration
in the second and fourth integral in Eq. [41] one obtains.
T T
+ cm / (f ks(t-~)q(t)dt)~(~)d~
o ~
T T T
- At f ~(t)dt - At f (f k (t-~)dt)~(~)d~ + 0(e 2)
r
o [42]
Changing the name of the time variables in the second and fourth
integral yields:
T t T
AL & f {cm f ks(t-~)q(~)d~ + C f ks(~-t)q(~)d~o 0 m t
T





The Euler-Lagrange equation is thus:
T
A(l + J k (~-t)d~)
t r
[44]
It is an integral equation for the unknown function q(.). Eq. [44] can




and by taking T = m in the second irrigation (beyond the real irrigation
season then e(t) = 0 and q(t) = 0). Eq. [44] takes the form:
T
A (1+ J k (~-t)d~)
t r
[46]
which is a linear integral equation of the first kind. The solution is
a function of the (unknown) Lagrange multiplier A. This multiplier is
then found by substitution of the solution q(t,A) into the constraint
Eq. [39], taken as an equality, which becomes an algebraic equation to
be solved for A. Once A is obtained substitution of its value into the
solution q(t,A) yields the optimal solution q*(t) to the problem.
However the solution so obtained is not valid if q{t) is < 0 or >
e(t), since clearly 0 and e{t) are bounds for the pumping rate in the
supplemental strategy.
Suppose that the optimal solution was on the lower bound constraint
at time t (thus q(t)=O). The only feasible variation is ~(t) > O. If
indeed the objective is at a minimum then aL has to be positive for a
positive variation ~(t). It follows th~t if q=O is optimal in the




f ks(t-'C)q('t'}d't' + J ks(~-t)q('t)dt: ) - (1+ f k ("t'-t)d't')
o t -- em t r
01' mote precisely since q, is zero in interval (O»tp)
(471
Sinc~ A is PO$itive~ this equation implies that q;O up to time t
P
can be optimal provided that beyond that time pumping is lat'g~ enough
and/or that t p is small (i.e .. ~ p1lJtlpin.g is illitiated early) and{or that
e is Iarse .. Similarly one may question whether or not q(t) ::::: e{t) can
l'4
be aD optimal policy .. Suppose that the cpt imal $olution was on the
uppe~ bound fo~ times t < t _( T.
e -- In that ~ange the only feasible
variation 1$ ~(t) < 0.. The coefficient of ~(t) in that range of times
has to be negative, thus:
for t e itS. r [48J
Since A is positive Eq. {48} i&plies that t e cannot be too small and/of
that prior to t e q{t) 11IUSt be small and/or that em is small.. Eqs .. f4"
and f48J imply that at early times a solution q=O is optimal an4 that
late times q=e i~ optimal. Th~re ~emains a question about the possj
ity of an optimal q in the range (O.e) during the interval (tp1t
e)
that case Eq. {44J must hold for t p i t i t e •
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This discussion provides a basis to check whether the ttbang-bang"
solution that is q=O up to t and q=e thereafter is indeed optimal. Thep
solution for t p in this strategy is given by Eq. [36] or more precisely
by:
[49}







f k {'t'-t)e{-e)d-r: ( 1+ I k ('t'-t)d'c)s - c rt 121 t
P
for o S. t i t [SO}p
The value of A is determined from Eq. [46) for q{t) being a step func-
tion jumping from zero to e(tp) at t=tp ' namely:
[51)
T




One would also need to verify that Eq. [48J holds~ in this case:
From the value of ~ in Eq. [51], Eq~ (sol takes the more specific form:
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T T





1 + J k ('t-t)d't' 1 + J k ('t'-t )d-r
t
r t r p
p
for 0 < t < t [53 ]p
Similarly Eq. [52] takes the form:
T
1 + / k ('t'-t)d't'
t r
T
1 + J k (",-t ) d-e
t r p
p
for t ~ tiTp [54]
It is not possible to state whether the "bang-bang" solution is
the optimal one in all situations. The satisfaction of Eqs. [53] and
[54] depends upon the shape of the kernels k (e) and k (.) and of the
s r
crop need e(e).
Consider the simpler case when the irrigation area extends far from




a ~; ft [ 55]















j k (,;-t )d" ~ K (T-t ) ~ - ~ ~ ~T-tp
t r p t: p a ~n
p
For t (t then it follows that the denominator of the left-hand- p
side of Eq. (53J is less than that on the right-hand side. Everything
else the same~ the larger the seepage flow (that is the better the
hydraulic connection between stream and aquifer) the longer one waits to
pump to operate optimally.
Similarly again for the case of an area extending far from the
river the drawdown kernel has the form:
k (t)
s
= 1 erf (_x_)
fJ 2\1Yt
[56]
Supposing a constant consumptive use e(t) then the numerator on the













erf (u l du
2u
The main contribution to these integrals comes from the lower limit.
Thus for constant e the numerator on the left-hand side tends to be
greater than the numerator on the right-hand side. The discussion tends
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to indicate that in many situations the bang-bang policy will be optimal
but it is not sure.
General Procedure (for still the simple case)
One presumes that the "bang-bang" policy is optimal. The value
oft i s de term ined from Eq , [ 49]. One then c he ck s t hat Eq . [53 ] i sp
satisfied for t ~ t .
P
One checks that Eq , [54] is satisfied for all t
> If the checks are positive then the optimal solution was
obtained. In the negative one must relax the assumption that at initia-
tion of pumping pumping rate takes immediately the value of irrigation
need. At this stage an iterative procedure becomes necessary. Select-
ing values of t p and t e a priori one solves Eq. [44] for values of t in
the interval (tp,te), more specifically:
em rJ k
s
(t-'t) q( -e) d-e + ~e k
s
('t-t) q( 'tl d't1
Lt p t J
T T
- c J k (1:'-t)e(i:)d't + A(l - f k ('t-t)d't)
m t s t r
e
[57]
The solution of this integral equation depends upon A. Substitution of
this solution for q(t,A) in Eq. [39] leads more specifically to the
expression:
t e T T t
NT - J q ( t I A) d t - J e ( t ) d t - f (J k (t-1:') q ( 1:' , )..) d i: ) d t




Once A obtained one proceeds to Eqs. [47] and [48] for checks on
optimality. If the tests are positive the solution has been found. Tn
the negative one must reestimate t
p
and t e, etc.
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CONCLUSIONS
The classical techniques for optimization of decision functions
such as pumping rates. release rates, etc., are not powerful enough to
find the optimal patterns as continuous functions of time as they really
are. Instead the unknown functions are discretized over the time hor-
izon. Often in addition to discretization, simplifications are made in
the dependence of the objective function on the decision functions. In
particular, as in Dynamic Programming, the instantaneous objective func-
tion cannot have a memory dependence on previous decisions. Yet this is
precisely the case when there is interaction between stream and aquifer.
In this study it was decided to take a crack at the problem from a
Functional Optimization point of view. Because of the intrinsic memory
of the cost function on past decisions, not surprisingly the Euler-
Lagrange equation turns out to be an integral equation rather than a
differential equation (the classical case and only one discussed in the
mathematical literature). In the simple case considered for which the
Euler Lagrange equation was derived, the optimality condition has a
clear economic meaning. Under optimal operations at any given time the
marginal capitalized cost of future extra lifts due to additional unit
of pumped water at that time equals the immediate marginal penalty cost
for failing to meet the downstream legal right by one unit at the same
time. Based on this optimality criterion optimal release and pumping
decisions can be taken continuously throughout the season of operations.
Unfortunately analytical solution of an integral equation, even a linear
one, is not an easy task. In fact exact solutions are rare. However
there are efficient numerical techniques of solution. Lack of time and
other commitments did not permit to explore this new procedure in a
quantitative manner for specific values of parameters for a reach of a
river in hydraulic connection with an aquifer, at the present time.
This will be done in the future. One must capitalize on a good idea
when one encounters one!
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IS 45 PROCEEDINGS. FOURTH WORKSHOP ON HOME SEWAGE OISPOSAL IN
COLORADO - STATE/COUNTY COOPERATION IN MANAGING SMALL
WASTEWATER FLOWS Ward, R. 8/81 5.00
rs 46 THE DECLINING ROLE OF THE U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATION'S WATER RESOURCES Yoe 8/81 8.00
IS 49 0ROCEEDINGS, FIFTH WORKSHOP ON HOME SEWAGE OiSPOSAL IN
COLORADO - QPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF GN~SITE WASTEWATER
TREATMENT SYSTEMS Ward. R. 6/83 5.00
iR :} IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FEDERAL WATER PROJECT ~£CREATION ACT
rN COLORADO Spence 6/74 Free
TR 9 THE 1972 FEDERAL ~ATER POLLUTfON CONTROL ACT'S AREA-WIDE
PLANNING PROVISION: HAS EXECUTIVE IMPLEMENTATION MET
CONGRESSIONAL INTENT? Stark 11/77 6. :)(}
TR 11 FEDERAL WATER q£CREATION IN COLORADO: COMPREHENSIVE
VIEW AND ANALYSIS Stefanec:. 5/78 5.~O
TR 31 COMMUNITY AND SOCIO-tCONOMIC ANALYSIS OF COLORADO'S
HIGH PLAINS REGION Burns 2/82 2.JO
















QRGANI:AT:CNAL ~CAP7~TION TO CHANGE IN PUBLIC OBJECTIVES
FOR WATER :1A~AGE~ENT QF CACHE LA POUDRE RIVER SYSTEM
AN :X~LORhTION OF COMPONENTS AFFECTING AND LIMITING
~OLICYMAKING OP;IONS IN LOCAL WATER AGENCIES
~N EXPLORAT:1N J~ :OMPONE~TS 4F~EC~ING AND LIMITING
JOl::YM~K-~G JP-:ONS :N ~OCAL WATER AGENCIES
~JC~L ~A~~~ ;GENC:ES. COMMUNICATION PATTERNS, AND THE
PLANNING PROCESS
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT JECISIONS IN COLORADO
CONSOLIDATION OF IRRIGATION SYSTEMS: PHASE I -
:NGI~EERING, ~~G~L. AND SOCIOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS AND/OR
qCL... I:ATORS
JRSAN JRAINAGE AND FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS: ECONOMIC,
~EGAL ~ND ~!NANC:AL ASPECTS
-YE ~E~EVANCE OF 7ECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN LONG-TERM
~ATER RESOURCES PLANNING
.:~~: ~',:: 'IG;RSAN ,.,:;TEQ ~ONSERVAT:ON: -:EST: NG COMMUNITY
::~SJ~:JA-:0N OF :RPIGAT:ON SYSTEMS: PHASE II -
E~GI~EE?I~G, ~EGAL. ~ND SOC:CLOG:CAl ~EQUIREMENTS
OROUGHT-INOUCED PROBLEMS AND RESPONSES OF SMALL TOWNS
AND RURAL WATER ENTITIES IN COLORADO: THE 1976-78 DROUGHT




Meek 6/69 S 4.00
Hill, Garri son,
Foss 11/68 6.00
Hi 11 , :-leek 6/70 .l.JO
Hill, Meek 9/71 6.00
Nichols, Skogerboe,
Ward, R. 6/72 6.00
Skogerboe,
Radosevich, Vlachos 6/73 25.00
Grigg, Tucker,
Ri ce , Shoemaker 7/75 11.00
Kraynick, Howe 10/76 4.50
Snodgrass, !-Ii 11 9177 5.00




Gray, Young 2/83 4.00
IS 22 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM Landenberger.
IN LARIMER COUNTY, COLORADO Whittington 9/76 5.00
IS 24 FACTORS AFFECTING PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OF FLOOD INSURANCE James, Kreger,
IN LARIMER AND WEL:J COUraIES, COLORADO Barri neau 9/77 4.00
IS 27 PROCEEDINGS, COLORADO DROUGHT WORKSHOPS 11/77 Free
IS 38 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PRACTICES OF THE U.S. ARMY CORPS
OF ENG INEERS Crist, Lanier 7/79 4.00
IS 44 THE NATIONAL FLOOD rNSURANCE PROGRAM IN THE LARIMER
COUNTY, COLORADO AREA Shoudy 8/80 4.00
IS 47 SECTION 404 OF THE CLEAN WATER ACT - AN EVALUATION OF
THE ISSUES AND PERMIT PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION IN WESTERN
COLORADO Barnett 8/82 6.00




STABILIZATION OF ~LLUVIAL CHANNELS












IS SO POSSIBL~ CAPTURE OF THE MISSISSIPPI BY THE ATCHAFALAYA RIVER Higby
~R JES'~~ JF ~~7~R ~ND WASTEWATER SYSTEMS FOR RAPID GROWTH AREAS













FI i,~ATER C~MiCE ,4!ID CDi{fROl hORKS (cont ' o)
FARM IRRIGATION STRUCTURES
WEED SEED AND TRASH SCREENS FOR IRRIGATION WATER
PARSHALL MEASURING FLUMES OF SMALL SIZES
S£LECrION AND INSTALLATION OF CUTTHROAT FLUMES rOR MEA$URl~G
rRRIG~T10N ~~D D~AINAGE WATER
A SHUNT~LINE METERING SYSTEM FOR IRRIGATION WELLS
PARSHALl FLUMES OF LARGE SIZE



















SEARCHING THE SOCIAL SCIENCE LITERATURE ON WATER: A GUIDE
TO SELECTED INFORMATIQ~ STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS -
PRELIMINARY VERSrON
EVALUATION Of URBAN WATER MANAGEMENT PDllClES IN THE DENVER
M£TROPOLITAN AREA
~ESEARCH NEEDS AS RELATED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF SEDIMENT
Sr~NDA~DS IN RIVERS
ANALYSIS OF COLORADO PRECIPITATION
A WATERSHED INFORMATION SYSTEM
A WATER HANDBOOK FOR METAL MINING OPERATIONS
Hogge. Wengert 9/72 6.0D
Wa 1ker , W~rd~ R.•
Skogerboe 6173 8.50
Gessler 3175 4.00
I(uo" Cox 6175 3.00
Thomsen, Striff1er grBG 5,00
Wildeman 11/81 &.00
IS 1 AN INVENTORY OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES RESEARCH rN PROGRESS 1/71 Free
IS Z 'ECONOMICS OF WATER QUALITY - SALI~liY ?OLLUT!O~r Abridged
Bib1iography Mi l l er 6171 11,00
[S 3 AN INVENTORY OF tM~IROMM£NTAl RESOURCES RESEARCH IN PROGRESS 7/72 Free
LS 5 DIRECTDRY OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH FACULTY. CSU 12172 Free
[$ 8 INVENTORY OF CURRENT WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH AT CSU 7/73 Free
rs 23 rNVENTORY OF COLORA001S FRONT RANGE MOUNTAIN RESERVOIRS Aukerman,
Springer, Judge 5/77 6.00
IS 25 SURVEILLANCE DATA, PLAINS SEGMENT Ot THE CACHE LA POUORE
RLVER. COLORAOO Morrison 1/78 5.00
IS 30 THE LARIMER-WELD COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 208 WATER QUALITY Bryniarski. Carter,
PLAN: AN ASSESSMENT AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DIRECTIOUS Oantey, Gurule 8/7S 3.00
IS 31 THE DENVER BASIN: ITS BEDROCK AQUIFERS Bittinger 1/79 Free
IS 34 SAN lUrS VALLEY WATER PROBLEMS: A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE Radosevich, Rutz i/79 5.00
IS 35 FEDERAL WATER STORAGE PROJECTS: PLUSES AND MINUSES Howe 6/79 Free
IS 36 THE DECLINING ROLE Of THE U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATION'S WATER RESOURCES Yoe B181 8.00
IS 50 ?OSSIBLE CAPTURE OF THE MISSISSIPPI BY THE ATCHAFALAYA RIVER Higby 8/B3 5.00
1R 2 EST!MATED AVERAGE ANNUAL WATER a~L~NCt FOR PICEANCE AND
YELLOW CREEK WATERSHEDS Wymore 8/74 ;::ree
TR 6 COLORADO £NVIHONM£NTAl DATA SYSTEMS (Abridged) Whaley, Oyer i 0/ 72 6.00
TR 12 R£CREATION BENEFrTS OF wATER QUALITY: ROCKY 1II0UNTAIN Walsh, E:ricson,
NATIONAL PARK. SOUTH PLATTE RIVER BASIN, COLORADO )\1d~ean. Young 5/78 5.00
IH 21 THE ECONOMY OF ALBANY, CARBON, AND SWEETWATER COUNTIES,
WYOMtNG ~ DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS McKean, Weber 1/81 4,,00
'R 22 AN INPUT-OUTPUT STUDY OF THE UPPER COLORAOO MAIN STEM
REGION OF ~ESTERN COLORAOO McKean. Weber 1/81 5.00





























';N INPUT -OUTPUT ANALYSIS OF SPORTSMAN EXPENDITURES IN COLORADO IlolcKean
AN INPUT-OUTPUT STUDY OF THE KREMMLl~G REGiON OF WESTERN
COLORADO
AN ECONOMIC INPUT-ouTPUT STUDY OF THE HIGH PLAINS REGION
OF EAS7ERN COLQR~DO
,;"R 29
-; 20 ~~ERGY cRODUC7lQN AND JSE r~ CJL0RAOO'S HIGH PLAINS REGION
~R 31 COMMUNrTY~D SOCIO-ECONOMIC ~NAlYSIS OF COlO~AOO'S HIGH
PLAINS REGION
7R 34 ENERGY AND wATEK SCARCITY AND THE IRRIGATED AGRICULTURAL
ECONOMY OF THE COLORADO HIGH PLAINS: DIRECT ECONOMIC-
HYOROLOGIC IMPACT FORECASTS {1979-2020)
TR 35 THE E~ONOMIES OF MESA COUNTY AND GARFIELD, MOFFAT, RIO
BLANCO. AND ROUTT COUNTIES. COLORADO
-R 36 THE ECONOMY OF THE POWDER RIVER BASIN REGION OF EASTERN





~~ 37 AN [~TEKINOUSiRY ANALYSIS OF 7HREE FRONT RANGE FOOTHILLS
CaMMUNr~rES: ES;ES PARK. GILPI~ COUNTY, AND WOODLAND
~c,;<K, CJLJRAOO









-~ ~O -HE ECONOMY OF LINCOLN, SUBLETTE, SWEETWATER AND UINTA
COUNTIES, WYOMING. ROCK SPRINGS BLM DISTRICT
~R 4j THE ECONOMY OF ALBANY, CARBON AND FREMONT COUNTIES,
WYOMING, RAWLINS BLM DISTRICT
TR 42 THE ECONOMY OF BIG HORN, HOT SPRINGS, PARK, AND WASHAKIE
COUNTIES. ~YOMING, WORLAND BlM OISTRICT













SR DESIGN OF WATER AND WASTEWATER SYSTEMS FOR RAPIO GROWTH
AREAS (BOOM TOWNS, MOUNTAIN RESORTS) FlaCK 7/76 5.00
SR 3 [RRrGATION DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN COLORADO Whittlesey 5.00
SR 4- PICEANCE BASIN INVENTORY 12/71 11.00









CHEMICAL QUALITY OF GROUNDWATER IN THE PROSPECT VALLEY
AREA, COLORADO
ECONOMIC ~NAlYSIS or WATER USE IN BOULDER, LARIMER AND WELD
COUNTIES, WITH PROJECTIONS TO 1980
PUBLIC WATER SUPPL~ES OF COLORADO 1959-1960
COLORADO'S GROUNCWA~ER ~ROBlEMS
GROUNDWATER IN TH£ 8r~OU VALLEy
DUMP IRRIGATION ON THE COLORADO HIGH PLAINS
GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT OISTRICi DIRECTOR'S HANDBOOK
1968 .25
1976 1. 00
1961 1.25
1967 .35
1961 .25
1970 .65
1970 .25
